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GUIDE THROUGH



We are! And we are preparing quickly. Our first after-
COVID trip starts in Lauba on October 23, 2021. It 
will mark the beginning of a series of seasonal fairs 
intended for our end-users, travelers.

PLACE2GO winter edition will be a cross-section 
of the offer of ski resorts and winter destinations 
from Croatia, near and far countries such as Slove-
nia, Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Italy, 
France, as well as those little known for their winter 
offer such as Montenegro, Macedonia, Ukraine... We 
will also be introduced to some exotic destinations 
(for those who are not fans of snow slopes).

Are we ready to travel?



■ The most prominent tourist fair in Croatia

■ First held in 2012

■ Meeting place of supply and demand of tourist destinations

■ Includes both B2B and B2C segment

■ So far, over 600 exhibitors from 36 countries have performed

■ Admission to the fair is free

1. WHAT IS PLACE2GO?



2. WHY PLACE2GO WINTER EDITION?
■ Due to the impossibility of organizing a large fair in the Arena, to which we are all accustomed and have  

 been organizing since 2012

■ Due to extraordinary measures that we as organizers must adhere to, and they are related to the number  

 of visitors and entrance control

3. WHY IN ZAGREB?
■ The most significant economic and administrative  

 center in Croatia and the city with the largest population

■ Excellent road and air connectivity to all major  

 European destinations

■ Zagreb is an increasingly important tourist  

 destination on the world tourist map
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4. WHY IN LAUBA?
■ Optimum hall, popular among the citizens of Zagreb 

■ It is positioned in the western part of Zagreb, not far from the center 

■ Available by public transport 

■ It has a large number of parking spaces

5. WHO WILL BE THE EXHIBITORS?
■ Considering that this is the winter part of the year, we expect the  

 most ski destinations and weekend destinations where you can enjoy  

 other winter joys such as sledding, snowshoeing, walking in the  

 snow, and more. There are also exotic destinations for all those who  

 want to “skip” winter.

■ Companies directly related to tourism: travel agencies, tourist boards,  

 airlines, car rental companies, cruise companies, hotels, motels,  

 apartment buildings, villas for rent, camps, eco-tourism, spas, amuse- 

 ment and adrenaline parks, charter companies...

■ Companies indirectly related to tourism: insurance companies (travel  

 insurance), teleoperators (mobile services), banks (tourist and non- 

 purpose loans).



6. WHAT ATTRACTS THE AUDIENCE?

7. HOW CAN YOU ENTER THE FAIR?

■ A large number of exhibitors from different countries

■ Current offers and getting to know the destination

■ Fair travel discounts

■ Interesting lectures and panels

■ The appearance of famous bloggers and travel writers

■ Free admission

■ Numerous prize games

■ Entry will be available to anyone with a valid COVID  

 passport, a valid antigen test or a valid PCR test, and a  

 personal identification document



8. HOW MUCH DOES A STAND COST?

9. WHAT DOES THE PRICE OF A STAND INCLUDE?

■  The price of a standard stand is 100 eur/m² + VAT

■  Standard stands of 6, 8, 12, and 20 m2 are available

10. WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE OF A STAND?

■  Octanorm stand construction

■  Lighting and power connection

■  A nameplate with the company logo

■  One-time cleaning before the start of the fair

■  Inclusion on the fair website on the list of exhibitors

■  Inclusion in the digital fair catalog on the list of exhibitors

■  Wi-Fi

■  Furniture

■  Additional promotion in the fair space (paid extra per item)

■  Additional nameplates if there are several exhibitors on the stand

11.  IS IT POSSIBLE TO RENT A SPACE WITHOUT BUILDING A STAND?
■  It is possible to rent only space if its area is 20 m2 or more and only on certain positions.

■  The price for renting the space only is 30% lower than the price of the finished stand and is 100 eur/m2 + VAT

■  The price includes empty space and electricity connection



12. HOW TO BOOK A STAND?

13. WHEN IS THE STAND PAID?

1.  Choose a location on the floor plan depending on the size of the stand you need

2. Fill in the purchase order or request the purchase order by email. You confirm your participation with the

      purchase order

3. Send the completed purchase order by email to the contact representative of the PLACE2GO team

      damjana@place2go.hr or roberto@place2go.hr

4. After receiving the purchase order, we will mark the reservation of your space on the floor plan, and

      send you a booking confirmation.

You can find the general conditions of the exhibition on our website www.place2go.org

■  15 days before the date of the event according to the offer issued by the organizer

14. IS THE MONEY RETURNED IF THE FAIR IS NOT HELD?
■  All PLACE2GO Winter Edition participants (October 23 and 24, 2021) will be refunded if the fair

  has to be canceled due to force majeure



15.  ARE ADDITIONAL FORMS OF 

PROMOTION POSSIBLE?

There are several additional forms of promotion. Some of them are:

■   Broadcasting of promotional videos and commercials 

on a large scale screen

■   Company logo printed on accreditation labels

■   Branding of the central part of the fair space

■   Branding the driveway to the main hall

■   Branding of the main external entrance to the fair space

■   Fair newspaper branding

■   Branding in front of the hall (outdoor uncovered space)



The project has been supported by Croatian institutions and the most influential Croatian and worldwide 

companies during all these years. The fact that the General Sponsor of the fair has been Turkish Airlines for 

six years in a row speaks volumes about the importance and quality of this project. We are also proud of the 

long-standing support provided to us by the media through numerous media sponsorships and fair coverage.

16. WHO HAS SUPPORTED US SO FAR?

MAGAZIN ZA SUVREMENOG PUTNIKA
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17. IN THE END, WHO ARE WE?
The PLACE2GO team consists of 3 permanent members that you will meet during the preparations for 

the fair. We will all do our best to answer all your questions (which we did not include among these 17) 

and help with everything that will make it easier for you to prepare and realize your appearance at the fair.

Damjana 
Domanovac

fair director
&

lease of exhibition space

Phone + 385 1 6387 591

Fax + 385 1 4572 397

Gsm + 385 98 352 675

damjana@place2go.hr

Tomislav
Serdar

technical director

Phone + 385 1 638 7590

Fax + 385 1 4572 397

Gsm + 385 98 248 247

tomislav@place2go.hr

Roberto 
Radić

PR
&

marketing manager

Phone + 385 1 4618 190

Fax + 385 1 4572 397

Gsm + 385 98 272 535

roberto@place2go.hr



EXHIBITORS
AND VISITORS 
ABOUT US

Traveling is my great passion, and the fair is an ideal opportunity to learn first-
hand about the destinations I plan to visit...

Barbara Barišić

Our partnership with PLACE2GO is based on a common vision and goal - to 
bring our passengers and customers closer to a different view of travel, des-
tinations, and at the same time enable full mobility.

Anton Krivak, CEO, Sixt car rental Croatia

As the airline that flies to the most countries and international destinations in 
the world, the PLACE2GO fair serves as a platform to present our unparalleled 
flight network and numerous award-winning services to regular and potential 
passengers.

Uğur Cantimur, Director of Turkish Airlines for Croatia



INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS: 
tel.: +385 1 4618 898, +385 1 4618 190

damjana@place2go.hr
roberto@place2go.hr
info@place2go.org


